
Cyberinsurance: why the industry needs to catch up

Cyber-insurance is one of the least developed service areas of the insurance industry. It needs to move as fast (or faster) as technology 
does to stay relevant and really have something to offer.

Executive summary

Insurance for cybersecurity issues is an underdeveloped but growing area 
that’s full of hidden potential, according to a senior technology executive at 
one cybersecurity firm.

We live in a large, sparsely populated and geologically stable country with few large 

populations centres threatened by regular natural disasters. Our data centres – like most 

of our people – are mostly out of harm’s way.

 Here’s something that might surprise you in today’s world where high profile cyberattacks 

and security breaches are regular news – cyber insurance isn’t very good.

 At Veeam, we’re hearing the same sentiment across our entire customer base – cyber-

insurance is often a pot luck proposition, hoping you’re covered because of the complexities 

and pathways involved in security incidents and how an insurer might assess fault.

 Fearing coverage is too full of traps for the unwary, a lot of companies have put the issue 

in the too-hard basket. By this time last year, less than a third of American businesses had 

cyber insurance at all.

 We don’t need reminding cybercrime and cybercrime and security incidents are scary 

and expensive, so the insurance industry has an incentive to transfer a lot of the risk away 

and help buttress their customers against cyber-disasters to cover their own risk in turn. 

Partnership between insurers and customers to further educate about cyber-risks will 

strengthen everyone when we all have a potential financial stake.

 But the fits and starts are ironic considering 80 percent of US insurers see it as a 

growth area. According to PWC, it’s is going to be worth US$7.5bn in 2020.

Finding our feet

 So why the stalling from both directions? Part of the problem is cyber-insurance is a new 

and fairly untested business tool. The kind of property and assets insurance you already have 

doesn’t necessarily address cybercrime or revenue loss from system failure. We might find 

ourselves mired in a period of messy legal wrangling before things settle down, the insurance 

industry deflecting cyber claims while their customers contend they should have been 

covered for them.

 Another reason is that many people in other departments and the C-suite consider this 

whole area to be IT’s problem. Hammering out the best coverage (and what you’re actually 

covered for) should be a multidisciplinary approach with IT, operations, legal and the insurer 

all taking part.

 Also critical once you have the right cover in place is to test it, just like you would your 

servers and backups. During regular DR or breach exercises, make your insurer part 

of the formal process – doing so will reveal just how effective your cover is under real 

world conditions.
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 A good insurer will bring their own experience to the table, so use it to draw up, install and 

formalise the best data availability protection plan. Not only will it let you sleep at night, a rock 

solid and quantitative data availability plan will reduce your premium!

 Malware, natural disasters and simple human error aren’t going anywhere, and it’s going 

to become more important to insure against them in the future – your competitors will be 

ahead of you, and your customers will want to know why. We’re ahead of the curve here at 

Veeam, working with customers across the board to implement data availability plans that 

will demystify cyber-insurance and help you usher in a new security age where you’re more 

strongly fortified than ever. n
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